The spectral reflectance reconstruction by camera's signal response is an important research content in the field of color science engineering. In this paper the multispectral imaging technology was studied to reconstruct the spectral reflectance of Chinese mural patches based on Matrix R method. The experimental results shows that the reconstructed precision of Matrix R method is good. Then we reproduced the color of mural by using Matrix R method to reconstruct the spectral reflectance which had a better color reproduction effect.
INTRODUCTION
The application of color image can be applied everywhere in people's daily life. With society progressing and science technology developing, the requirement of color image is also improved, which inevitably promotes color reproduction technology to develop. There are several methods for traditional color reproduction such as reproduction based on chroma, correct color reproduction, equivalent color reproduction and color reproduction of the corresponding colors, etc. Because of the metamerism phenomenon, although these methods can successfully achieve the color reproduction without achieving color unconditional reproduction. Spectral reflectance as the inherent physical properties of object, does not change with the light source and the observer. So using the spectral reflectance to achieve color reproduction has high stability and reliability. color reproduction based on Spectral reflectance has gradually becoming an important technical method for current cross-media color reproduction, which can effectively eliminate the problem of metamerism phenomenon and achieving unconditional color matching [1] . Using multi-spectral color reproduction technology to obtain true color reduction could record the color more detailed characteristics. Sampling the spectral reflectance to multi-band can effectively achieve a high quality color reproduction which solve the issue that data precision is too low in traditional mode [2] [3] . Therefore, using multi-spectral imaging technology to obtain multi-spectral images of objects to achieve the true color reproduction meets the cultural relics reproduction of high-precision needs. In this paper, we used the multispectral imaging system to collect the channel response values of the training samples and the test samples. Then we used the spectral reflectance reconstruction algorithm _________________________________________ based on Matrix R to calculate the spectral reflectance of the mural pigments in order to achieve the mural color reproduction with the relevant color theory and computer graphics knowledge .
COLOR REPRODUCTION BAESD ON SPECTRAL RELECTANCE
The basis for color reproduction based on spectral reflectance is to ensure the reproduced color has the same spectral reflectance as the true color. We use the multi-spectral imaging system to collect the multi-spectral image of the object. The spectral space of object's surface is obtained by reconstructing the spectral reflectance. Then the spectral space is transformed into CIEXYZ standard chromatic space, and converted to color space in the next step in order to reproduce the true color of the object surface.
Spectrum is the main reason for object producing color. Color is presented by the spectral characteristics of object, the spectral characteristics of light source and human eye vision. Using spectral space for color presenting can independently treatment object, light and observer, which easily and accurately calculate the object color value under random light and observer condition [1] . Under the condition of light ) (λ l , the conversion equation between the spectral emissivity space ) (λ r and the spectral reflectance space ( ) p λ is as follows:
Sampling interval 20nm in the visible wavelength range between 380nm-780nm, the spectral space of 41 dimension can be obtained. The spectral space is transformed into CIEXYZ standard color space using the mathematical model [6] [7] , and then mapped to the sRGB color space [8] which is used to display the standard CIE RGB color space [6] . The calculation formula of three stimulus value , , X Y Z for an opaque object in CIEXYZ color space is as follows: 
Where ) (λ r is the spectral reflectance of the object. ) (λ l is the spectral power distribution function for the light. ( ), ( ), ( ) x y z λ λ λ are the CIEXYZ standard observer light matching function. k is the normalization coefficient. From CIE XYZ to RGB color space conversion, the specific formula to achieve as follows: 
SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
The multi-channel images related to the camera color space are outputted after the multi-spectral imaging system collecting the information of object. Images signal is the common response result of scene illumination, spectral reflection characteristic of the object and the camera [8] . For the determined filter and lighting conditions, the spectral reflectance can be obtained by linearly changing the camera signal. Setting the camera's signal g to the reflectance R of the conversion matrix Q , then there is:
The camera signal value of the training samples and the test samples is represented by i g . And i r indicates the spectral reflectance of the training samples.
The pseudo inverse of i g is represented by i g + . The pseudo inverse of the transformation matrix Q can be expressed as:
Matrix R method
The Matrix R is essentially an orthogonal projection operator that can be represented by a specific combination of light and observer [10] . The union matrix A is expressed as:
Wherein k is the adjustment factor for the tristimulus value, s is the spectral power distribution, v is the standard observer matching function. The definition Matrix R is:
The metameric black b is the residual between the spectral reflectance r and the fundamental stimulus: * b r r = − .The projection operator Matrix R is used to decompose the spectral reflectance r , is the projection that from r to R [8] as:
b is calculated directly from the reflectivity ( ) b I R r = − .The multi-channel camera signal is transformed to obtain spectral reflectance, using the transformation matrix q to complete. For a training sample set ( , ) 
For any sample value g of the sample to be measured, the corresponding spectral reflectance can be calculated. The spectral difference of the same color is calculated by Eq. (7) to obtain the spectral reflectance:
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DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the feasibility of the spectral reconstruction algorithm, we use RAL color card as the training sample and Chinese mural as the test sample, with spectral reconstruction algorithms (Matrix R method) to reconstruct the spectral reflectance. The typical six color patches of mural samples were selected to study under D65 light source, which are shown in Figure 1(a) . The 11 channels multi-image obtained by multi-spectral camera is shown in Figure 1(b) .
Six reference patches were used as test samples to evaluate the reconstruction accuracy of the spectral reconstruction algorithms. From Table I , we can see the result of spectral reconstruction algorithms for the mural reference patches, including CIEDE2000 chromatic aberration, RMSE(root mean square error), GFC(goodness of fit coefficient) and ISSD(the spectral matching partial index).
The spectral reflectance curves of six color patches in the mural are reconstructed by Matrix R method shown in Figure 2 (a) Mural RGB image and each reference patches number (b) 11 channels multi-image of mural Figure 1 . Mural RGB image and multi-image. 
APPLICATION OF MULTI-SPECTRAL RECONSTRUCTION IN COLOR REPRODUCTION
Chinese mural, as part of the ancient artifacts of art, has created a rich visual effects with its color information to convey artistic information which fully embodies the artistic expression. Chinese murals have thousands of years of cultural and historical accumulation. For a long time storage, with light, humidity, temperature and dust and other factors influencing, the pigment on the surface of murals has varied degrees of fading or aged. Therefore, the digital image of the mural has become an effective means of protection method. Using modern technology to achieve highfidelity digital reproduction, has become an effective means for cultural relics protection workers. We can fundamentally achieve high-fidelity digital preservation of murals based on spectral reflectance.
Compared with original image of mural, the reproduced images of mural by using the spectral reflectance reconstructed method discussed in this paper under rendering the D65 light source is shown in Figure 3 . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, multi-spectral imaging system was used to obtain the multi-spectral images of Chinese mural. Then the spectral reflectance for the selected patches of mural was reconstructed based on Matrix R method. The reconstruction precision was compared and analyzed. The experimental results show that the spectral reconstruction precision of the Matrix R method satisfies reconstructed requirements. At the same time, using the spectral reconstruction methods studied in this paper, we achieved good effect to reproduce the color of mural which could greatly promote the development of digital fields such as digital archaeological artifacts and cultural relics repairing. The application of multi-spectral imaging technology in the preservation of cultural relics on the basis of respect. With the further research of color reproducing, multi-spectral imaging technology will have a board application prospects in cultural relics protection.
